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Abstract 
An embedding KC Iw" is called basic if for every continuous function f : K--f R there 
are continuous functions g,, . . . , g,:R+R such that for every point (x~,...,x,)EK, 
f(x,, . . . , x,) = g,(x,) + . . . +g,(x,). The problem of describing the compacta basically 
embeddable in IV is related to Hilbert’s 13th problem. The answer for n # 2 was given by 
Kolmogorov, Arnold, Ostrand and Sternfeld: if K is a compacturn of dimension IZ, then it is 
basically embeddable in lRzn+’ and (if n > 2) is not basically embeddable in R2”. The 
description of pathwise-connected compacta basically embeddable in R2 is given here. Such 
compacta are dendrites (i.e., acyclic peano continua) containing none of the nine prohibited 
continua, listed in the paper. The proof is based on Sternfeld’s reduction of the property of 
being a basic embedding to a pure geometric condition. 
Keywords: Basic embedding; Peanian compacta; Subcontinua; Branched point; Null-se- 
quence 
AMS CMOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54F50, 54C25; secondary 46510, 54C30 
1. Introduction 
In their papers [9,1], solving Hilbert’s 13th problem, Kolmogorov and Arnold 
proved that every continuous function of several variables defined on a compact 
subset of R” admits a representation as a sum of 2n + 1 continuous functions of 
one variable. Ostrand [12] generalized this theorem to arbitrary n-dimensional 
compacta. To state their theorem, it will be necessary to introduce the following 
Definition. An embedding KC [w” is called basic (and denoted by Kc QR~) if for 
every continuous function f : K + R there exist continuous functions g,, . . . , g, : [w 
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-+ IR, such that for any point (xi,. . ., xn> E K, f(xl, . . . , xn) =g,(x,) + * * * + 
g, (x,). 
Theorem A. Every n-dimensional compact metric space (0 < n < 03) is basically 
embeddable in R2” + ‘. 
For smooth and noncompact versions see [4,6,7,161. Theorem A must be 
compared with the Nobeling-Menger theorem [8]: 
Theorem B. Every n-dimensional compact metric space (0 G n 6 a) is embeddable in 
[W2n+l 
The number 2n + 1 in Theorem B cannot be reduced. For each n, there are 
n-dimensional compacta which do not embed in iR2” [5]. If n & 2, the number 
2n + 1 in Theorem A cannot be reduced even in a stronger sense ([14,15], 
relatively short proof in [ll]): 
Theorem C. If dim X= n > 2, then X is not basically embeddable in R2”. 
Trivially, X is basically embeddable in R! if and only if it is topologically 
embeddable there. From Theorems A and C, it follows that for m > 3 a com- 
pactum X is basically embeddable in R” if and only if dim X G (m - 1)/2. Some 
necessary conditions on compacta basically embeddable in R2 were given in 1151. A
description of pathwise-connected compacta basically embeddable in R2 is given 
here (providing an answer to a question from [15]>. We shall state our theorem first 
for graphs, then for peano continua, then for pathwise-connected continua. 
Theorem 1 (cf. [10,51.7, Theorem 71). A finite graph is basically embeddable in R2 if 
and only if it does not contain any of the three graphs S, C,, C, (Fig. 1): a circle, a 
pentod, and a cross with branched ends. 
To state our theorem for peano continua we shall define some new “prohibited” 
continua (cf. Figs. 1, 2). C, is a cross with a null-sequence of arcs, converging to its 
center and glued to one of its branches. C, is a cross with a sequence of points 
converging to its center. We denote by 1 the segment [O, 11. For an arc J, Int J is J 
without its vertices. An arc s is called joining A and T if s nA and s n T are 
different vertices of s. B is the union of I and a null-sequence of arcs, glued to it 
at one of their ends at a dense subset of Int I. Evidently, the topological type of B 
does not depend on variations of the construction. F, is a triod, and F,,,, is 
obtained from F, by branching every “hanging” arc in F,. H, is the union of 1 
and a null-sequence of triods, glued to the points of D,, = {3-‘I+ . . . + 3% s G n, 
O<l,< ... < 1, - integers} c I by one hanging end. F is the union of I and a 
null-sequence of graphs F,, (the same as above), glued to the points l/n E I by one 
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hanging end. H, and H_ are unions of I and a null-sequence of continua H,, (the 
same as above), joined to the points l/n E I by arcs, intersecting H,, in 1 E Z c H,, 
or in 0 E I c H,, respectively. h, (respectively h_) is obtained from a null-se- 
quence of H,, by identifying 1 E I c H,, and 0 E I c H,, _ 1 (respectively 0 E Z c H,, 
and 1 ~lcH,_,). 
Theorem 2. For a peano continuum K the following conditions are equivalent to basic 
embeddability in R2: 
(1) K contains none of the four compacta S, C,, C,, B, and contains at most a 
finite number of the continua F, and H,, (Figs. 1, 2). 
(2) (cf. [2,3]) K contains none of the ten continua S, C,, C,, C,, B, F, H,, H_, 
h,, h_ (Fig. 1). 
Theorem 3. A pathwise-connected compactum which is basically embeddable in R2 is 
peanian . 
Path connectedness is necessary in Theorem 3, as the example of the sin l/x 
curve shows: K= {O} x [-1, 11 u {(x, sin l/x): 0 <X G 1) c,R2, but K is not 
peanian. By Theorem 3 and the fact that S is not basically embeddable in [w2 [15], 
a path connected K which is basically embeddable in Iw2 must actually be a 
dendrite. Thus Theorem 2 actually characterizes the dendrites that are basically 
embeddable in R2. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we introduce the main tools of 
studying basic embeddings and prove some easy lemmas. As corollaries, we obtain 
necessity of condition (1) in Theorem 2, i.e., basic nonembeddability of S, C,, C,, 
C,, B and an infinite number of F,, H,. In Section 3 we prove Theorem 3 and 
formulate a conjecture for arbitrary continua. In Section 4 we construct a basic 
embedding of a continuum satisfying condition (1) of Theorem 2, using a charac- 
terization of such continua. This characterization and the equivalence of condi- 
tions (1) and (2) in Theorem 2 is proved in Section 5. 
These results were first presented at the 10th International Conference on 
Topology and Its Applications at Kiev in October, 1992. I would like to acknowl- 
edge the people whom I worked with at the 57th school for inspiration, and the 
referee and the Editor Richard B. Sher for their helpful suggestions on improving 
the exposition of the paper. 
2. Some preliminary observations 
Throughout this paper we use a geometric criterion for basic embeddings [15, 
2.231 instead of the definition. We denote by p, and pY the projections of [w2 onto 
the coordinate axes, by [ab] the straight-line segment joining the points a and b, 
and by K a compacturn. Let E(Z) = (z E Z: card(Z np; ‘p,z) 2 2 and card@ f’ 
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p;lp,z) 2 2) for Z c R*. A sequence {a,, . . . , a,) c R* is called an array, if for 
each i, a, + a,+i, and [ai_lail, [uiui+il are orthogonal to each other and parallel 
to one of the coordinate axes. 
GC. Let KC lR*. Then Kc &R* if and only if (1) E”(K) # ti for each n, or (2) for 
each n there exists un array of n points in K. 
Proof. The necessity and sufficiency of (1) was proved in [151. That (2) implies (1) 
follows from E{array of n points} 2 {array of n - 2 points). To prove that (1) 
implies (2); take an arbitary point a,,, EEYK) # fl. By the definition of E, 
E”-‘(K) np;lpxun+l # fl and E”-‘(K) np;‘p,u,+, # @. Therefore there exist 
points u~,u~+~ E E”-‘(K)\u,+, such that {a,, a,,,, an+*1 is an array. Similarly, 
by the definition of E, we may find points a,_ 1 and un+s, . . . , a, and u2,,+i, so 
that (a,, . . . , a2n+l } c K will be an array. 0 
The separating point lemma [El. If K c,lR* is a nondegenerute continuum, then K 
has a separating point. 
Proof. If K has no separating points, then px I K and p, I K attain each of their 
values, except possibly the two extreme values, at least twice on K. It follows that 
K\E(K) consists of at most four points. A simple inductive argument shows that 
for each n > 1, E”(K) is a cofinal set in K and, in particular, is nonempty, so the 
lemma follows by GC. 0 
Corollary [HI. S is not basically embedduble in lR*. 
Let us fix some conventions. If X is one of the earlier defined compacta (for 
example, S), then by “XC Y” we mean “Y contains a subset, homeomorphic to X, 
which will be denoted in the following by X (even if earlier X denoted another 
compacturn)“. For a sequence {x,), the words “We may assume that A({x,})” 
mean that A((x,}) holds for some subsequence of {x,1 and in the following this 
subsequence will still be denoted by {x,}. 
To illustrate the idea of the proof of the cross lemma and the basic nonembed- 
dability of C,, let us sketch a proof of the basic nonembeddability of C,. If 
C, c $X2, then by GC there exists a maximal n such that En(C1) contains a 
neighborhood (in C,) of d, the center of C,; i.e., some branch of C, vanishes after 
applying E”+l. To this branch corresponds a half-plane with boundary line 
containing d and parallel to one of the coordinate axes such that the cross in 
En-l(C1)\(th b e ranch} lies in the complementary half-plane. Similarly, consider- 
ing another vanishing branch, we obtain a basic embedding of the triod, either into 
a line or into a quarter-plane such that the center of the triod is the angle point. 
The first case is a contradiction. In the second case, considering similarly the third 
vanishing branch, we obtain a basic embedding of a diod into a ray such that the 
center of the diod is the origin of the ray. This too is a contradiction. 
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The cross lemma. Suppose D, c $t* is a cross with center d. Then one of its 
branches is good (contains an arc with the end d, parallel to one of the coordinate 
axes). 
Proof. For i = 1, 2, 3, 4 let Di be an i-od with center d. Consider the following five 
assertions: 
(1) If D4 c,R2, then D, has a good branch. 
(2) If D, c,R2 and D, cp;‘[ -03, p,dl, then D, has a good branch. 
(3) If D2c,R2 and D,cp;‘(-co, p,dl np;‘(-“, p,d], then D, has a good 
branch. 
(4) If D, c,R* and D, cp;‘p,d, then D, has a good branch. 
(5) If D, c,R2 and D, cp;‘p,d np;‘(-w, p,d], then D, has a good branch. 
Evidently, (4) and (5) hold. We show below that (2) implies (1). Analogously, 
one can prove ((3) and (4)) implies (2) and (5) implies (3). So, (1) holds too. 
Proof of (2) imphes (1). Consider the maximal n for which E”(D,) U d contains 
a neighborhood of d in D,. Such an n exists, since E’(D,> = D4 and E”(D,) = fl 
for some n by GC. Since En+l(D4) U d doe s not contain any neighborhood of d in 
D4, there is a branch of D4, say A, and a sequence {a,] CA\E”+‘(D,) converging 
to d. Then by the definition of E, for each a, either EYD,) np;‘p,a, = a, or 
E”(D4) np;‘p,a, = a,,,. We may assume that E”(D,) npp,‘p,a, = a, and pxam 
>p,d for each a,. Since E’YD,) contains a neighborhood of d in D4, then 
(E”(D,)\A) U d 3 D,. S ince D, is connected and D, np;‘p,a, = 6 for each m, 
it follows that D, cp;‘(--~0, p,d]. By (21, D, has a good branch. Hence D4 has a 
good branch. 0 
Definition. Suppose that K c R*, and arcs L,J CK are parallel to the X- and the 
y-axis respectively. The compression generated by L, J is the map 4 = (r X id lR> X
(id R x s), where r : R + R/p, L E R and s : R -+ R/py J z R! are the projections. 
The compression lemma. Let K cbR2, L, J and q be as above. Then q I K,cL u Jj is a 
homeomorphism and qK c,R2. 
Proof. Denote K\( L U J> by N. If q ( N is not a homeomorphism, then by the 
definition of q, either (without loss of generality) p,(a, b] cpXL, p,a =p,b, 
p,a +p,b orp,{a, b) cp,L, p,{a, b] cp,J, p,a fp,b, p,a #p,b. In the first case, 
let D = (L np;‘p,{a, b}) U a U b. In the second case, let D = <JnppJ’p,(a, b)) U 
(L npxlpX{a, b]) u a u b. Then E(D) = D. Hence E”(K) 3 E”(D) = D # @, which 
is a contradiction to GC. 
If qK cJR*, then by GC, for each n there is an array of n points in qK. Take n 
points a,,..., a, in the q I K-preimages of each point of this array. Let a link of an 
array {z,} be a segment [zi, zi+ 1]. Since [qai, qai+ 1] is parallel to some coordinate 
axis, then by the definition of q there is an array in K with endpoints ai and ai+l 
and some of its links parallel to this axis. Delete from the union of the constructed 
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(for i= l,..., 12 - 1) arrays those points a, for which the last link of the array, 
constructed for ai_, and ai, is parallel to the first link of the array, constructed for 
ai and a,+i. The remainder is an array of at least n points in K. This is a 
contradiction to GC. 17 
Corollary. If KC bR2 and J c K is a segment parallel to the x-axis, then K I-I 
Int(pxP’p, J)\J is a union of disjoint open arcs whose projections onto the y-axis are 
one-to-one. Zn particular, it contains no branched points of K and Int J contains at 
most two branched points of K. 
Basic nonembeddability of C,. We follow the idea of the cross lemma. For 
i = 1, 2, 3, 4 let N, be the union of an i-od and a sequence converging to its center 
d. Consider the following five assertions: 
(1) There is an embedding N4 c ,,R2. 
(2) There is an embedding N3 c bR2 such that N3 cp,‘(- ~0, p,dl. 
(3) There is an embedding N2 c b R2 such that N2 c p,‘(- ~0, p,dl n 
P,‘(-=J, @I. 
(4) There is an embedding N2 c ,$P2 such that N, cp;‘p,d. 
(5) There is an embedding Ni c bR2 such that Ni ~p;‘p,d np;‘(-m, p,dl. 
Evidently, (4) and (5) are false. We show below that (1) implies (2). Analogously 
one proves that (2) implies ((3) or (4)) and (3) implies (5). So (1) is false. 
Proof of (1) implies (2). Let [ad] be a straight-line segment in N4 c &?’ as given 
by the cross lemma. Without loss of generality, p,a = py d and p,a > p,d. Since 
N4 npp*‘(-~4, p,a] contains a subset homeomorphic to N4, we may assume that 
N4 cp;‘(--co, ~,a]. Let q be the compression generated by [ad]. Then qN, c 
p; ‘( - a~, p,qd]. By the lemma qN, = N3 and qN, c ,,R2, so (2) follows. 
Basic nonembeddability of C,. Suppose to the contrary that C, c ,,R2. Denote by d 
the center of C, and by C the cross in C,, consisting of the four edges of C,, 
containing d. Take the compression ql, generated by maximal arcs L, JC C, 
containing d and parallel to the x- and y-axis respectively. By the compression 
lemma either qlC2 II C, or qlC, 2 C,. The first case is a contradiction to the basic 
nonembeddability of C, by the compression lemma. In the second case, by the 
cross lemma we may apply analogous compressions q2, q3 and so on. Set Q, = 
9,” .* . 0 ql. The existence of q, gives us an array of arbitrarily great length n, 
which is a contradiction to GC: 
Assertion. Suppose that [a, Q,d] is a segment in QnC2, parallel to a coordinate axis, 
a # Q,d and c E [a, Q,dl\Q,d. Then there exists an array d = co, cl,. . . , c,,+I in 
C, such that Q,c,+, = c, and cocl is parallel to [a, Q,d]. 
Proof. The case n = 0 is evident. Assume that the assertion holds for n - 1. Since 
q, is a compression of maximal arcs, it follows that q,‘[a, Q,dl n Q,_,C, is not 
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parallel to any of the coordinate axes. Hence 4, compress some arc [b, Q,_,d, 
Q,_~& orthogonal to [a, Q,d]. Evidently, only Q,d has nontrivial preimage under 
Q,. Since q;l[u, Q,d] n Q,_,C, is not parallel to [a, Q,dl, there is some Y E 
Lb, Qn-ldl\Q,-4 such that [q;‘c, y] is parallel to [a, Q,dl. By the inductive 
hypothesis, there is an array d = co,. . . , c, = Q,_! 1~. Take c,+ 1 = Qi'c. Then 
d=c,, cl,...,c,+l is an array, and the inductive step is proved. 0 
Corollary. Let M be the union of two triods intersecting at an endpoint d of each: 
(M, d) z ([ - 1, l] x 0 U { - 1, l] X [ - 1, 11, (0, 0)). Then M cannot be basically em- 
bedded in R* so that Mc~;~(-w, p,dl np;l(-m, p,dl. 
Proof. If M c&R* so that M CP;~(-W, p,dl np7y1(-w, p,dl, then the union of 
M and the graph, symmetric to M with respect to d, is basically embedded and 
homeomorphic to C,, a contradiction. q 
The idea of the proof of the basic nonembeddability of B and an infinite 
number of F,, H,, is as follows. Consider some branched point of B c &!*, or 
center d of F,, c &Y2, or f EZCH, c ,$!* and look at how the branches with 
respect to this point can shadow each other in the x- and y-directions (A shadows 
N in the x-direction if pxA IP,N). We find that E(B), E(F,) and H,, contain 
subsets homeomorphic to B, Fn_4, and H,_ 1 respectively (in the last case 
E*( H,) 3 E(H, _ ,>I. Now, the basic nonembeddability of B and infinite collections 
of FR, H,, follows from GC. 
Basic nonembeddability of B. Suppose to the contrary that B c bR2. Denote by J 
the arc in B to which a null-sequence of arcs J,, is glued such that (lJ JJ n J = D 
is a dense subset of Int J. By the corollary to the compression lemma, no subarc of 
J is parallel to any of the coordinate axes. There is some a EJ n D such that 
p,a E Int pYJ and pxa E Int p,J. For z ED, denote by J, the arc from {J,] 
containing z. Since p,a E Int pY J and the points of D are branched points of B, 
by the corollary to the compression lemma, the arc J, is not parallel to the y-axis. 
For each open U c R2, U n J # fl implies the existence of some B, c U n B such 
that B, = B. So, since p,a E Int p,J, it follows that there exists some B, C B\J, 
such that B, = B and p,B, cp,J,. Similarily there exist some J6 c B, and B, CB, 
\Jb such that B, = B and p,B2 cp,J,. Then E(B) xE(J, U Jb U B,) 3 B, = B. So 
E”(B) # fl for each II, which contradicts GC. 
Basic nonembeddability of {F,}. It sufficies to prove that if F,, C R*, then E(F,) 1 
Fn_4. Denote by d, A, D, N the center of F, (Fig. 2) and the connected 
components of F,\d. Then p,(A ud), p,(D Ud), p,(N ud) are nondegenerate 
segments in a line, having a common point. Hence, without loss of generality, 
p,(~ ud)cp,(DuNud). Since A\d xF,-~ (Lemma 5.10) then P~F,-~CP,(D 
u N u d) cp,(F,\F,_,). Similary, Fn_* 2 Fn-4 such that P,F,,-, CP,@,-l\ 
Fn_4). Then E(F,,) 3 Fn_4. 
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In the following and in Section 5 we shall use the following fact: 
The property of {H,}. For each neighborhood U of p, in H,,, U n H,, 3 H,,. 
Basic nonembeddability of {H,}. It sufficies to prove that if H,, c ,,lR2, then H, 
contains a subset homeomorphic to H, _ I (denoted by H,, _ 1> such that E2(H,J I 
E(H,_ 1). Denote by d the point 4 E Z c H,, and by A the connected component of 
H, \d, containing 0 E Z c H,,. Since d E H,, \A, then p,d E~JH, \A). We distin- 
guish between three cases: 
(1) p,d g Int p,(H,\A) and p,,d @ Int p,(H,\A). 
(2) p,d E Int PJ If,, \A) and pYd E Int P,( H, \A). 
(3) p,d E Int p,(H,,\A) and p,d e Int p,(H,\A). 
In the first case, without loss of generality, p,(H,, \A) c ( - ~0, p,dl and p&H,, \ 
A) c (- 03, p,d]. Since (H, \A, d) I (M, d), this is a contradiction to the corollary 
to the basic nonembeddability of C,. In the second case, by the property of H,, 
since A npp, ‘Int p,(H,, \A) npJIInt p,(H, \A) 1 Hn-l, E(H,) 2 H,_,. So 
E2WJ ~E(H,_,). 
In the third case, let D and N be triods contained in the closures of different 
connected components of H,\(A U d) such that D 17 N= d. Since p,d $Z 
Int p,(H,, \A), without loss of generality p,( H, \A) c C-03, pyd 1 and p, N cp, D. 
Let G = N U CD np; ‘p, N). Suppose first that p,d E Int p,G. By the property of 
H,, Anp;‘Int p,l?~H,_,. Since BnH,_,=P) and for each zeG\d, IGn 
p;‘p,z I a 2, it follows that G np;$,H,_, cE(H,J Hence E’(H,) 1E2(H,) n 
H n-l = E(H,_,J 
If p,d 65 Int p,G, then without loss of generality, G cp;‘(--m, p,d] n 
p;‘(-=J, p,dl. By the corollary to the compression lemma, since N c G is a triod, 
D n G contains no triods. But D contains a triod, so there is some a ED such that 
p,G = [p,d, p,a]. Let L = G U {a - ([CO, O), (I’+ 1, P + l)] u [(P, P), (P, P + 
l>])), where the integer P is so large that p,G c [p,a -P, + ~1. Then E2(L) c G. 
Since G c JK2, L cblR2, which is a contradiction to the corollary to the basic 
nonembeddability of C,. 
3. Nonpeanian case 
The convergency continuum lemma. Zf K c bR2, then each convergency continuum 
L c K is an arc parallel to one of the coordinate axes. 
Proof. In the opposite case Q = K n Int(p;‘p, L npJ1py L) Z @. If a E Q \L then, 
since L is a continuum, L np,- ‘pxa and L np; ‘p,a = #. If a E Q n L, then 
Q np; ‘p,a and Q np; lp,a intersect some continuum from a sequence of con- 
tinua in K, convergent o L. So E(Q) = Q, and hence E”(K) 3E’YQ) = Q z fl for 
each it, which is contradiction to GC. 0 
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Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that KC bR2, where K is pathwise-connected but 
not peanian. By [lo, 49.6, Theorem 11, K has a convergency continuum, named J. 
We may assume that J is a maximal convergency continuum. By the convergency 
continuum lemma, J is an arc parallel to (without loss of generality) the y-axis. 
Denote by {J,} a sequence of continua converging to J. Join J, to J by arc s, in 
K. 
Let us sketch here the idea of the following proof. Consider a subcontinuum 
J U U t= lJ,, U s, c K. By the separation point lemma it must necessarily contain 
another subcontinuum L, the union of J and continua {M,} converging to J such 
that pX I ,,,, attains each of its values, except possibly one of the extreme values, at 
least twice. Then E(L) contains all but one continuum M,,. Since the collection 
(M,} is infinite, E”(L) # fl for each n. This is contradiction to GC. 
More precisely, we may assume that either si K s2 c . * . or sI P s, for each 
I< m. In the first case, let K, = U”,,ls,. Then Cl K, is a subcontinuum of K. By 
the separating point lemma, Cl K, has a separating point a. Since K, is con- 
nected, it follows that no point from Cl K,\K, is separating for Cl K, [lo, 46.2, 
Corollary 3(u)]. Hence a E K,. It follows that the connected component of Cl K, \a 
that contains J, also contains a neighborhood of J in Cl K,\a. For sufficiently 
great m, such a component contains both J,,, and the subarc of s,,, from a to 
s, nJ. Then it also contains the subarc of s, from s, n.7, to a. Since s, 3 
lJ y-7 ‘sI, this component contains K, \a and Cl K, \a. This is a contradiction to 
the assumption that a is a separating point. 
In the second case, let M,, = J, U (sn + , np;lp,J,) U (the only arc in K, joining 
Jn to Sn+l np;lp,J,). By the assertion below, E(JU lJy=,M,)1(JU UyC2M,)\ 
(countable set). By induction on k, Ek(JU Uz=,M,)1,(JU Uz=,+,M,) \(coun- 
table set) # @. Hence Ek(K) 3Ek(JU Uy=,M,) Z fl, which is a contradiction to 
GC. q 
Assertion. We may assume thu t p, M, + 1 cp,(M,, U J), that the members of {M,,) are 
painvise-disjoint and disjoint from J, and that 1 M,, np;‘p,u I > 2 for each a EM,, 
(except at most one such a>. 
Proof. Since K is pathwise-connected, we may assume that each J, lies in the 
strip pylpyJ. By the corollary to the compression lemma, we may assume that 
pxJn+l lies between px J and p, J,, for each n. By the corollary to the compression 
lemma we may also assume that s, n Int J = I. Since K does not contain C,, we 
may assume that J n Cl(s,\s,> = fl for each n, 1. Since M,, c J, U Cl(s,d~,+~), 
M,, n J = @. We may assume that s, n Int J,, , = fl for each m. (In the opposite 
case, if s, n Int Jl # fl for each I > m, then by the corollary to the compression 
lemma, if s, n Int JI # @, then s, 3 JI, and hence s, =I sI. Therefore J c Cl s, = 
S m, which is a contradiction to I s, n J I = 1.) Therefore for each a E M, (except at 
most one such a), 1 M,, n p; ‘p, a 1 3 2. Since J is a maximal convergency contin- 
uum, for each E > 0 we have M,, c 0,J for almost all indices n. Hence we may 
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assume that P,M,,+~ cp,( M, u J) and that the members of (M,J are pairwise-dis- 
joint. Cl 
For general continua we have the following conjecture. 
CoGecture. A continuum K is basically embeddable in R2 if and only if the 
following conditions are fulfilled: 
(1) The set of maximal convergency continua of K is a null-sequence of arcs 
(denote it by (J,J>. 
(2) The continuum obtained by shrinking the connected components of lJ n J,, is 
peanian and is basically embeddable in the plane (see Theorem 2). 
(3) The set {J,} can be split into pairs and singletons so that intersecting arcs 
belong to the same class. 
(4) For each J,, there exists a continuous function F : (0, 11 + [ - 1, 11 (or 
F : [ - 1, 0) u (0, 11 + [ - 1, 11) and a surjection q : (K, J,> ---) (TF U 0 x [ - 1, 11, 0 X 
[ - 1, 11) such that I q-%x, y) I = 1 whenever I y I < 1. 
(5) If a and b are endpoints of some J,, then the number of connected 
components of K\J,, containing some point from J, \b in their closures, does not 
exceed 3. Moreover, if this number equals 3, then some neighborhood of a in each 
such component must necessarily be an open arc or a union of open arcs. 
(6) If R is the image under shrinking from (2) of the union of special 
convergency continua then h”R = fl for some m. 
A convergency continuum is called special if in (4) we have F : (0, 11--f [ - 1, 11, 
I q-l(O, 1>1 > 1, I q-‘CO,- 111 > 1 and either 
(a) there are two sequences of positive numbers {x,} and {y,), convergent to 0 
and such that for each IZ neither qvl(xn, 1) nor q-‘(y,, 1) is an arc (particularly, a 
point) or 
(b) there is a sequence of positive numbers {x,}, convergent to 0 and such that 
for each II, qvl(xn, 1) is not an arc (particularly, a point) and also no neighbor- 
hood in q-‘(0, - 1) of the end of the convergency continuum, q-mapped to (0, - 11, 
is homeomorphic to an arc (or the same, replacing (0, - 1) w (0, 1)). 
4. Construction of basic embedding 
Let us introduce a technical characterization of peano compacta, basically 
embeddabile in R2, which will be used in the proof. A sequence I, c . . . cZ, = K 
is called a j&&on if for each 1 = 1,. . . , n - 1, Z1+l is obtained from Z[ by glueing 
to it a null-sequence of arcs at one vertex of each arc of the sequence. These arcs 
are called arcs of order 1. An arc J E K and its endpoint a are called hanging (in 
K) if Int J U a is open in K. For a set Z, let hZ = Z\ (the isolated points of Z}. 
The following property will be denoted by F. In Section 5 we shall prove that 
Theorem 2(l) implies Property F. 
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Property F. There is a filtration I, c . * . c I,, = K and an integer M such that for 
each arc s of order 1 - 1 (s = 1, when 1 = 1) and arcs {s,] of order at least 1, 
intersecting s, the following conditions are satisfied: Let R = s n U ms,, let 
Q=(xER: if XES,, then s, is not hanging). Then: 
(I) R c Int s. 
(B) Cl R is nowhere dense in s. 
(H) h”Q=fl. 
(Cl) The number of arcs s, glued at a point of s is at most two. 
(C2) If the number in (Cl) is two, then one of these arcs is hanging and the point 
to which they are glued has a neighborhood in K, homeomorphic to the 
cross. 
Denote by a and b the vertices of I,. Let us prove that if K satisfies Property F, 
then there exists an embedding j:(K, a, b) + (E2, (0, O), (1, 1)) such that 
E3(M+1Xn-1)+2(m+1)(jK) = @. Here m = min{m E N: hmQ(l,) = fl}. We shall use 
induction on n. From (I), for 1 = 1 it follows that I, is an arc. So if II = 1, then K is 
an arc and the assertion is obvious. Let us prove the inductive step on n by 
induction on m. For convenience of notation, identify I, with [O, I]. Let the 
appendix of an arc J c K be the closure of the connected component of K\J. 
Case m = 0 (simple case>. Suppose first that in I, there is only one branched 
point which is contained in two appendixes. Without loss of generality this point is 
i. By (Cl) and (C2), i is contained in exactly two appendixes, one of which 
(denote it by J) is an arc. Denote the other appendix by N. Denote by i : (I, 0) + 
(N, $1 an embedding such that 1, = Zr U J U il. By (Cl) we may assume that i[O, 3) 
is open in N. Let N,=N=\i [O, $1. Then i[i, ~]=Z,I?N,C .a. cZ,nN,=N, 
is a filtration of length IZ - 1 for Nr. Then there is an embedding f: (N,, i(i), i(l)) 
-+ ([O, b] x [g, 11, (i, $1, (0, l)), given by the inductive hypothesis on II (black 
square in Fig. 3(a)). Let j be the linear extension of 1’ and the map 0 + (0, O), 
1 + (1, l), J z [i, $1 X 3 (Fig. 3(a)). By the inductive hypothesis on n, Nr vanishes 
after some iterations of E and the rest of K vanishes after E4, therefore K 
Fig. 3. 
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vanishes after some iterations of E. More precisely, since 3(M + l)(n - 1) + 1 2 
304 + 1Xn - 2) + 2(M + l), then E 3(M+1Xn-1)+1(jNI) = 0. Since 3(M+ l)(n - 1) 
+ 2 > 4 it follows that E3(M+1Xn-1)+2(K) cE~(~+~~~-~)+~(N~) U E4(K\Nl) = @. 
c;l];e’rn = 0 (general case). We obtain the basic embedding of K as a limit of 
{j,}. Since every null-sequence is at most countable, then the set of branched 
p~ir$ of Z, is at most countable. Denote this set by (tl). Let j,:(Z,, 0, 1) 
- (Z', (0, O), (1, 1)). Suppose first that t, is contained in exactly one appendix, 
which is an arc (Fig. 3(b)). By (B), there exist points {a,, b,] CZ, such that 
0 = a2 d a2[ < a21+2 <b,, <Cl <%+I < a2,_1 < b,,_, G b, = 1 and the branched 
points of I, without t, are contained in U /(a/, b,). Denote by ?, the arc appendix 
containing t,. Define an embedding jr : I, U fl --f Z2 as follows (Fig. 3(b)): 
p, 0 jl 1 ,, : I, = [0, 11, p, 0 j,(i,) = t,, p, 0 j, is the linear extension of the map fl g 
[;, fl, t 1 + f, a2t + 4 - 21e2’, b,, -P i - i x 21P2’, b, + 1, a, 4 I, u21+1 4 i + 3 
.4-‘-r, b 21+1 + i - 4-l. The black squares in Fig. 3(b) denote the subsets of K on 
which jl will be altered in the next steps. 
Suppose now that t, is contained in two appendixes. By (C2), there exist u, v 
such that u < 1, < u and t, is the only branched point in [u, 01. Denote by r, the 
union of [u, u] and the two appendixes intersecting this arc. Take an embedding 
Gr, u, v) + (Z2, (0, O), (1, 1)) = ([ u, u] x [f, 51, u x f, u x $) given by the simple 
case (Fig. 3(a)). Extend this embedding linearly to an embedding jr : (K, 0, 1) --) (Z2, 
(0, O), (1, 1)). 
The next steps are as follows. Take E such that t, E (a,, b,). Define an embed- 
ding j, : I, u i, u f2 -j Z2 as follows: j, coincides with jr on f, U (I1 \(a,, b,)), and 
j, is obtained from j, on [a,, b,] U f2 exactly as jr was obtained from j, on I, U il. 
Construct in a similar manner {j,: I, U U f_l?i -+ Z2]. Since dist (jl, j,,,) < 2-‘, 
j,-+(j:Z,U U~zlt;+Z2). Since px 0 j =px 0 jo, j is an embedding. We have 
E( jK) c IJ T= 1 jil, By the construction, the projections of elements of this union on 
the x-axis and on the y-axis are pairwise-disjoint. Since E(jf[) = fl or 
EXM+lXn-l)+l(jQ = fl in the first and second cases respectively, then 
~XM+rXn-l)+2(j~) = @. 
Inductive step (simple case). Suppose first that in I, there is only one point from 
ZP-‘Q(Z1) ( wr ou ‘th t 1 oss of generality let it be i) (Fig. 3(c)). Take an embedding 
i:(Z, 0) --f (I,, i) such that Z2 = Zl U iZ. By (B), there exist points {a,, b,]~=, cl,, 
0 = a, < a2[ <b,, < a21+2 < i -C b2r+l < a2,_1 < b,,_, G b, = 1, and points {~~,d,];“=~ 
cl, 1 =cl>c,>dl>cl+, such that the branched points of Z, are contained in 
U Tz”=,(ar, b,), and those of Z2 lie in UT= ,i(d,, cl). Define an embedding j : K -+ Z2 
as follows (Fig. 3(c)): on Z,\ UT’,,(a,, b,) (respectively, I \ U~Sli(c,, d,)), j 
coincides with the embedding 
(4, al7 4, soy bo, a21+1y btl, a21y b2d 
11 11 31 51 
-+s’>~-~,~-~‘~ 
u2 ,...), 12 1 
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(respectively (I,, ic,, id,) = ([<i, i1, <f, f>], (i - 2/8’, i + 2/S’), (i - + . l/8’, + 
+ ; . l/8’))). 
For each 1 denote by a’, (respectively E,) the closure of the connected compo- 
nent of K\{a,, b,) (respectively K\i{c,, d,]), which contains [a,, b,] (respectively 
i[c,, d,]). Then for each 1, h “-‘(Q(Z,) n ii,) = fl (respectively i[c,, d,] = E, n Z, c 
. . . c E, n Z, = ~5~ is a filtration of length IZ - 1 for E,). Take embeddings Z’: a’, --) 
[p,.ia,, p,jb,l X [p,.k,, p,jhl, J: 2, + b,jc,, r?,jd,l x [p,.id,, p,.i,l given by the 
inductive hypothesis on m and y1 respectively (black squares on Fig. 3(c)). Then 
Z?*( jK) c U ZjGl U 1 U jc,. By the construction, the projections of elements of this 
union onto the x-axis and onto the y-axis are pairwise-disjoint. So these elements 
vanish after some iterations of E by the inductive hypothesis. Precisely 
E3(M+lXn-l)+3(m+l)(jK)C "~=p=E3(m+lXn-1)+3m(j~l)UE3(M+1Xn-l)(jEl)=~. 
Inductive step (general case). This is reduced to the simple case exactly as in the 
proof of the case m = 0. Only the following alteration is necessary. As {td we take 
branched points of I, which are limit points for h”-‘QCZ,). The second case is 
t, E/h “-‘Q(Z,). If a s equence from {tJ converges to t,, then t, E h”Q(Z1) = @. 
This is a contradiction, therefore there exist U, u such that u < t, < u and 
(tJ n [u,u] = t,. We have E 3(M+lXn_1)+3(m+l)(j2Y)~ U~=lE3(MflXn-1)+3m+2(j~~) 
= fl, and the inductive step is proved. 
5. Reformulation of (0, (2) in Theorem 2 
In this section K denotes a peanian compacturn. The scheme of the proof of 
Theorem 2(l) implies Property F is as follows. Let fZ be a continuum obtained by 
reducing all hanging arcs from a continuum Z. By Lemma 5.1, f”-‘K c f “-*K c 
. . . c f OK = Kis a filtration. By Lemma 5.5, it satisfies (C2). Applying Lemma 5.6 
for l=n,n - l,..., 1 we modify it so as to preserve (C2) and achieve (I). Each 
filtration of a compacturn K, not containing C,, B, H,,, satisfies (Cl), (B) and 
(H). For (Cl) and (B) this is obvious, while for (H) it follows from Lemma 5.7. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that K contains neither S nor F,,. Then f n-lK c f n-2K c . ’ . 
cf’K=Kisafiltration. 
Proof. By Lemmas 5.2, 5.3, f n-lK vanishes after applying f and is pathwise-con- 
netted. Hence it is an arc or a point. By definition of f, f’-lK is obtained from 
f ‘K by glueing arcs by one vertex of each arc. By Lemma 5.4 these glued arcs form 
a null-sequence. 0 
Lemma 5.2. Suppose that K contains neither S nor F,,. Then f”K = @. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that f “K # @. Then f “K contains a point Fo. 
Hence there is maximal integer 1 for which f n-rK contains F/. Since K does not 
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contain F,,, it follows that I < n. Since K is peanian and does not contain S, then 
we may assume that the ends of F, are nonseparating points of K. If one of the 
hanging edges of the graph F, cf “-‘K is also hanging in f ‘-t-lK, then ff n-r-lK 
= f *-tK does not contain F,, which is a contradiction to the definition of 1. So any 
hanging edge of the graph Ft has an appendix in f n-r-lK. Then f n-r-lK contains 
F ,+1, which is a contradiction to the maximal&y of 1. q 
Lemma 5.3. f preserves pathwise-connectedness. 
Proof. Take any two points a,b E fK. Take an arc s c K joining a and b. By the 
definition of f, since a,b E flu then s cfK. Hence fK is pathwise-connected. q 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose that K does not contain S. Then each subcontinuum of K is also 
peanian . 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that some subcontinuum L of K is not peanian. 
Take a point of nonlocal connectedness a EL. Then there exist E > 0 and a 
sequence {a,) c L, convergent o a and such that a,, is joined to a by an arc J, c L 
of diameter greater than E. But since K is locally connected, then for sufficiently 
large n, a,, is joined to a by an arc Z,, c K of diameter less than E. Therefore 
I,, #J,,, and hence I,, UJ, contains S, which is contradiction. 0 
Lemma 5.5. Suppose that K contains neither C, nor C,. Then each filtration 
f”-‘Kcf”-2Kc ..* Cf’Ksatisfies (C2). 
Proof. Suppose that two arcs U, v of order 1 + 1 intersect at a point b, contained in 
the interior of some arc t of order 1. Since K does not contain C,, then b has a 
neighborhood in K homeomorphic to the cross. Suppose that neither u nor ~1 is 
hanging. Since K does not contain C,, then one connected component of K\b is 
hanging. Hence this component vanishes after applying f to f n-t-lK. Therefore it 
is not contained in f “-‘K. But t c f “-‘K, which is contradiction. 0 
Lemma 5.6. Suppose II c . . . c Z,, = K is a filtration satisfying (I) for arcs s of order 
at least 1+ 1. Then there exists a filtration J, c * . . c J, = K, satisfying (I) for arcs s 
of order at least 1. Moreover, if I, c . . . c Z, satisfies (C2), then J, c . . . c J,, may 
be arranged so as to satisfy (C2). 
Proof. For each arc s of order 1, simultaneously make the following modification of 
{ZJ. Let a = s n Zl and b be vertices of s. For all arcs s, of order at least I+ 1 
intersecting s at the point a, change their order to 1. For all arcs s, of order at 
least I+ 1 intersecting s at the point 6, let s Us, be an arc of order I instead of s. 
These modifications agree on the intersection points of the arcs of order 1 (which 
lie necessarily in Z,). Since (I) was fullfilled for the arcs of the old filtration of 
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order at least 1 + 1, then it is also fullfilled for the arcs of the new filtration of 
order at least 1. 
If I, c . * * cZ, satisfies (C2), then in the construction of .Z, c * * * cJ,, above, 
among all arcs s, of order at least 1 + 1 intersecting s at the point b, we choose a 
not hanging one s, (if each of them is hanging, then take any of them). Let us 
prove that J, c . * . cJn satisfies (C2). Suppose that two arcs U, u of order 1 + 1 
intersect at a point b, contained in interior of some arc t of order 1. Since 
z,c .a* cl, satisfies (C2), then b has a neighborhood in K homeomorphic to the 
cross. Suppose that neither u nor L’ is hanging. Since b E Int t and the filtration 
z,c ... c Z, = K satisfies (C2), then t = s U s, where s and s, are some arcs of 
order 1 and 1 + 1 from the filtration I, c . . . cZn = K and s n s, = b. By the 
choice of s, earlier in this paragraph, either s, is not hanging or one of U, u is 
hanging. But since K does not contain C,, then one connected component of t \ b 
is hanging. This is a contradiction, so the filtration J, c * . . cJ,, = K also satisfies 
(C2). 0 
Lemma 5.7. Zf Q c Z and h2MQ f @, then Q 3 D,. 
Proof. Since h2MQ # @ then by definition of h there is a set (a,I,,,,t c h2M-kQ: 
0 G k G 2M, ni E N} such that lim, +maan = aLu and a, # up for different sets (Y, p. 
Applying the following assertion for k = 0, we may assume that for each 1 G 1 G 2M, 
p E W-1, II, p E N, we have that 
either 
i 
a@lp <ap,n+1 
or 
i 
apnp>ap,n+l 
ap <apn <ap,n+l ap > apn > ap,n+1 
dependent only on 1 and not on p, n, p. Hence we can find integers 1 f 1, f . * * 
< 1, G 2M such that the sign in the above inequalities is the same for 1 = 1, - 
1 ,...,ZM-1.Defineamapf:DM+Qbyf(3-”1+ **a +3-“g)=ap,whereg<m, 
p E N’g, PI, = ni,. . . , PI, = ng and pi = 1 for j E 11,. . . l,}\{l,, . . . , lJ. By the defi- 
nition of I,, . . . , I,, and since lim,,,ap, = aP, it follows that f is a homeomor- 
phism into. 0 
Assertion. For each 0 G k G 2M and each k-tuple (Y E Nk there is a (2M - k)-tuple 
& E { - 1, 1P-k and a family of infinite subsets (A@ C N: p E N’, k < 1~ 2M - 1, 
pi = (~i,. . . , pk = ak, p, E A,, ...p,_, for g > k} such that for each 1 = k, . . . ,2M - 1, 
A, (p E Nl>, n EAT, m = minlx EAT: x > n), p =Apn (A,,, p and apnp are 
considered only when 1 d 2M - 2) we have 
a’3n’J < apm aPnp > apm 
ap < apn < apm when E[ = + 1 and ap > apn > apm 
when Ed= -1. 
Proof. For k = 2M the conditions are vacuous and the assertion is true. Suppose 
that it is true for k + 1. Let us prove it for k. Fix LY E Nk. For an integer n, the 
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expression sgn(a,, - a,) attains at most two values. Hence there is a number 
Ed E { - 1, l} and an infinite subset F c N such that sgn(a,, -a,) = ck for each 
n E F. Since lim n-m apn = up, then there is an infinite subset G c F such that 
sgn(a,, - unn) = .sk for each n E G and m = min{x E G: x > n}. For each n E G 
apply the inductive hypothesis to the (k + l)-tuple WZ. Denote the obtained 
(244 -k - l)-tuple and family by s(n) and (Fannk+2,,,J. Since &z) attains at most 
22M-k-1 values, then there are an infinite subset A, c G and a (2M - k - l)-tuple 
(E k+l,. . . , ~~~~~~ E {- 1, 1}2M-k-’ such that I = (sk+i,. . . , &2M_-1) for each 
n EA,. so (Ek,...,EZM-1) is constructed. Now fix n EAT. If k G 2M- 2, then 
since limp,,a,,, = uan and sgn(a,, - uan) = Ed, it follows that there exists an 
infinite subset A,, cFo,, such that sgn(a,, - aon,,) = sk for each p l Aan. If 
k<2M-3, let A ann~+2...n, =Fwl,k+z...?q for k+2<1<2M-1, nk+2 EACI,, 
nk+3 EAannk+y..‘nl EAannk+z...n,_l. Then the inequalities that we are to prove 
hold for I = k + 1,. . . , 2M - 1 by the inductive hypothesis, for I= k by sgn(a,, - 
a,) = sgn(a,, - aan) = sgn(a,, - a_,) = Ek. So the inductive step is proved. 0 
That (1) implies (2) in Theorem 2 is obvious. That (2) implies (1) follows from 
Lemmas 5.8, 5.9 and 5.13 below. 
Lemma 5.8. If K contains neither C, nor C,, then K does not contain C,. 
Proof. Suppose C, c K. Denote by {a,} a sequence in C, converging to its vertex d. 
Since K is peanian, then there exists a null-sequence of arcs s, c K joining a, to 
C,\{a,}. If d E s, for some n, then K 3 C,. In the opposite case there is a 
sequence in U E= is, n C,, converging to d and lying in the same branch of the 
cross C,\(a,). Hence K ZJ C, U U .s, I C,. 0 
Lemma 5.9. Suppose that K contains neither S nor C, nor F. Then K contains only 
finitely many F.,. 
Proof. Suppose to the contrary that K contains an infinite collection of graphs F,,. 
By Lemma 5.11 we may assume that these are pairwise-disjoint. Apply Lemma 5.12 
to IX,) = IF,}. Since 1 F, n s, I = 1, then by Lemma 5.10, F, \s, contains a subset 
homeomorphic to F, _2. So, Y, = Cl((F,, U s,>\s,> contains a subset homeomorphic 
to F,_, and intersecting si in its endpoint. Since K does not contain S, then from 
si n F, # fi it follows that si IS,. From this and the disjointness of (F,}, it follows 
that Y, n Y, = fl for n # m. Therefore K lsl u U ,,Y,. 0 
Lemma 5.10. Suppose that K does not contain S and that F,, F, c K. Then F, \F, 1 
F t-g-2. 
Proof. Since K does not contain S, then F, n F, is connected. Let d be the center 
of F, and F,,, c F, be a subgraph formed by vertices of distance at most t + 1 
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from d and edges joining them. (The distance between two vertices is the minimal 
number of edges in a path joining them.) Let A, G be two intersecting closures of 
connected components of F, \F, + , , not intersecting F,. Let k = A n B. For each 
two vertices b, c of F,, denote by [bc] the (unique) path in F, joining b and c. Let 
a, g, x, y, z be vertices of F,, contained in A U G and such that [ku], [kg], [ml, 
[ay], [gz] are edges of F,. Then [ax] u [ay] U [azl is a triod. Hence its union with 
the two connected components of F,\u, containing x and y respectively, and with 
the connected component of F, \ k, containing z, is Fr_g_2 c F,. q 
Lemma 5.11. Suppose that K does not contain S. If K 3 F,, for each n, then K 
contains an infinite collection of pairwise-disjoint subgruphs F.,. 
Proof. We construct the required collection successively. Take F, c K. Suppose 
that F,, . . . , F,, c K are already constructed pairwise-disjoint subgraphs. Take Fsn2 
cK (not necessarily disjoint with F,, . . ., F,). By Lemma 5.10, FQ\F, 1 
F5,z_,_2,(F5,2\F,)\F~_~ ~F5nz__--___n-1,...,(FSn~\...)\F1 xF~,,_~_~_ _3x 
F n+l (since 5n2+3-(n+2)(n+3)/2an+l1). We have F,+,nFi=(d for i= 
1 9 . . * > n. Thus we obtain an infinite collection of pair-wise-disjoint F,. 0 
Lemma 5.12. Suppose that K contains neither S nor C, and that (X,,} c K are 
pairwise-disjoint subcontinua. Then we may assume that {X,) converges to some point 
q E K and that there is a sequence of arcs Is,], joining X,, and q, such that 
nTxlsi=qund n:t,‘si~ n:=,si. 
Proof. Since K is peanian, then K contains no convergency subcontinua [lo, 49.6, 
Theorem 11. Therefore we may assume that (X,] converges to some point q E K. 
Since the X, are pairwise disjoint, then at most one of them contains q. Hence we 
may assume that q E U X,. Join q to each graph X,, by an arc s,. 
We may assume that U ycIsi = q. Actually, let q and q,, be the ends of arc 
fl T_si (possibly, q, = q). Since X,, -+ q and K is peanian, then s, -+ q and so 
q,, + q. Hence, if q,, f q for each It, then S = Us=, ny_si c K, which is a 
contradiction. So q, = q for some n, i.e., fl ;_si = q. We may assume also that 
n = 1. 
Since K does not contain S, then s[ n s, is an arc for each I, m. Since K does 
not contain C,, then we may assume that fl ;?;si 4 fl ;=rsi. 0 
Lemma 5.13. Suppose that K contains none of S, C,, H,, H_, h,, h_. Then K 
contains only finitely many H,,. 
Proof. Suppose K contains an infinite number of continua H,. Denote by p,, the 
point 0 E Z c H,. By Lemma 5.14 we may assume that the H, are pairwise-disjoint. 
Apply Lemma 5.12 to {X,] = { HJ. We may assume that one of the following three 
cases is satisfied for each n: (1) s, n H,, is a nondegenerate arc with end p,; (2) 
P, P sl; (3) s1 n H, = P,. 
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In the first case, let p, and q,, be ends of the arc s, n H,,. Either (1) q, lies 
between p, and q, or (2) p,, lies between qn and q for infinitely many indices n. 
By the property of H,, from Section 2, in cases (1) and (2) we have s1 U U n H,, 3 h + 
and si u IJ n H, 3 h _-) respectively. 
In the second case, either H,, U s, =p, or H,, U s, Zp, for infinitely many 
indices n. In the first case we have si u U ,(H, U s,J 3 H,. In the second case, by 
the property of H,, we have s1 U U ,(H,, Us,> 1 H_. 
The third case is reduced to the second one by taking a new collection 
H’ n_l~H,\pn, ~;_,=OEZCH~_~ and s:,=s,u{subarc of ZcH,, joining p, 
and P;-~). 0 
Lemma 5.14. Suppose that K does not contain S. If K contains infinitely many H,,, 
then K contains an infinite collection of painvise-disjoint H,,. 
Proof. Suppose first that among the p,, infinitely many points coincide. We may 
assume that p1 =p2 = . . . =p. Let us construct the required collection suces- 
sively. We use the evident fact that for each point x E H,,, H, \x contains a subset 
homeomorphic to H,_ 1. So H2\p 3 H,. Take a neighborhood U of p such that 
H, n U = fi. By the property of H,,, there are H,, c U f’ H,, for n 2 2. Analogously, 
construct H2 c H, \p and modify H,, H4, . . . so that they will not intersect H,, 
and so on. Thus we obtain a collection of pairwise-disjoint {H,]. 
Suppose now that there are infinitely many distinct points among the p,,. Hence 
we may assume that the points p, are isolated (if some subsequence of {p,) 
converges to some point p,, then this subsequence itself is the set of isolated 
points). By the property of H,, in pairwise-disjoint neighborhoods of the points p, 
we can take pairwise-disjoint subcontinua H,, of K. 0 
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